
55.5” x 71.5” LAP Quilt modern.com 

   LAP Quilt  
              
finished size  55 1/2” x 711/2”  
background fabric  2 1/3 yard 
white shadow fabric  1/4 yard 
fabric for blocks  scraps
muslin   (4] 13“ squares
batting   twin 72x90  
2.5” binding  2/3 yard  
backing   3 1/4 Yards  
backing layout diagram

Materials & Tools:

quilter’s ruler, rotary cutter and cutting mat
coordinating cotton thread for piecing/quilting

Notes:

Read entire pattern before beginning.
Always trim away selvages before cutting fabric.
Seams are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
WOF = width of fabric from selvage to selvage.
             (approx 40“ - 42” with selvages trimmed)
Cut largest pieces from yardage first.
For instructions on finishing and binding visit iquiltmodern.com
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Layout Diagram: Crazy quilt block:

This block is made with a foundation piece
and the stitch and flip method.

Sherri Noel
  design

Start with a 13” piece of muslin and a 5 sided scrap 
of fabric.  Place scrap near the center of the muslin 
right side up.

Line up a second scrap of fabric, right sides together, 
along one of the five edges.  Sew a 1/4” seam.

Flip new piece over to cover seam, and press.

With right sides together, align the next scrap on the 
side to the right and sew 1/4” seam.

Flip seam, press open and continue working around 
adding to each of the five sides.  

Trim away excess as you go.  

When your muslin foundation piece is covered, trim 
block to 12 1/2” square.  Make four blocks total.



The Quilt Deets:
Modern Memories ~ designed, pieced and machine quilted by Sherri Noel
Quilting Thread ~ Superior SoFine 
Batting is Warm and Natural from The Warm Company

©2014 Sherri Noel. This pattern may not be copied or 
reproduced for commercial resale. All rights reserved.

Backing, Quilting, Binding:

Completing the Quilt Top

Join four blocks into a column.  Follow the Layout Diagram to complete
 the quilt top.

Backing

Remove Selvages from yardage.
Cut backing yardage into two pieces each 58.5” long.
Sew lengths together with 1/2” seam, press seam open.

Quilt Sandwich

Layer backing, batting and quilt top ~ baste using preferred method.
(ex basting pins, basting spray, basting stitch etc.)
For a tutorial on how to make a quilt sandwhich visit iquiltmodern.com.

 Quilting & Binding

Quilting options are personal preference. Machine quilting is stunning on
this quilt with all the negative space.  Alternately,  should you choose to 
hand quilt, find a complete tutorial at iquiltmodern.com

When quilting is complete, square up top and machine stitch around 
perimeter edge of quilt top (1/8”) to secure.  Trim excess batting and backing
away and bind.
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